
 

Developing practice 

To initially develop our understanding of how to teach pattern, we looked at the 

provision already in place and how it was used by the children. We found that only a 

small number of children would create their own patterns independently and these 

tended to be mainly in the art area and occasionally using the continuous provision 

maths resources. After designated ‘pattern’ lessons we noticed a significant increase 

in the amount of child initiated pattern making and this has led us to develop our 

continuous provision further to provide better opportunities and support for children’s 

patterning.  

We looked at the planning and resources we had 

on offer and tried to integrate pattern and the 

associated language wherever possible. After 

providing discreet lessons on ‘repeating patterns’, 

we began to use AB then ABC patterns daily.  

Examples include: Can you line up in an AB 

pattern? Can we do a warm up that is an AABB 

pattern? Can you change the AA bit of the pattern 

but change the BB bit to something else?  

Pattern became part of our daily routine very 

quickly and using the same vocab in different 

situations has meant that the language became 

embedded and understood in different contexts. It 

became clear that children need some level of 

adult modelling of the next steps in pattern 

learning and would not simply get 

there through their own initiated 

activities. We did this alongside 

developing the environment.  We 

made ‘quick fix’ changes to our 

environment, such as introducing a 

‘pattern station’ where there are 

permanent images and labels for all 

varieties of patterns. Each half term 

we change the pattern focus in the 
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continuous provision and its opportunities. Our 

longer term goal is to run this through into KS1. 

To begin with, in the pattern station, we put out 

simple images of AB patterns to copy and 

continue, then later ‘fix’. We then changed the 

pattern throughout the year, adding different 

elements to spark the children’s interest. 

However, after a while we found that after a 

while the children saw the pattern station as 

being ‘the area to do patterns in’ and we felt that 

this was in some way limiting. We developed 

ways to include pattern opportunities in many 

other areas such as in the construction area, 

providing repeating pattern designs to copy and 

symmetrical pattern plans to follow.  In the sand 

area, we provided patterns to recreate using 

various tools and in phonics or literacy 

sessions, we acknowledged the patterns in 

rhymes, stories and words.  This was in 

addition to the many opportunities to reference 

pattern in maths sessions, such as number 

patterns, doubling, subitising etc. During the 

Summer term, the children asked to take the 

pattern resources outside, we saw an 

opportunity and with their help created an 

outdoor pattern workshop!  

           

Teacher misconception: “ They are not ready” 

My first misunderstanding was that children who line up objects were ‘not ready 

for patterns’. Having observed a number of boys playing with dinosaurs that 

could have been ordered by colour/size or shape, they chose to line them up in a 

row. I now realise this was an A pattern and that these children were beginning 

to recognise the earlier stages of pattern making. Having observed the same 

boys with the same dinosaurs a few months later and after specific pattern 

sessions, they are now creating ABC/ AABB patterns including variation in 

shape/ size and colour (demonstrating that they know what attributes are and are 

not important for the pattern). They are also using the language associated with 

patterns that has become part of our daily practice.  

 

 



                                                       

Impact 

The impact upon the children is that pattern is now an everyday occurrence in some 

way. We warm up in patterns in PE, we print patterns, we build patterns, we sort 

patterns; all using the language taught in discrete pattern sessions. The children 

would not have made as much development as they have without the adult input and 

opportunities for adults to support. Our next step is to ensure that pattern 

opportunities continue in KS1 to build on the success in early years.  

 

Key message 

The most important thing we learned about pattern was…pattern is everywhere ! 

Make it part of your daily routine and refer to it regularly. Also, never underestimate 

your children ! 

 

 

 Using pattern to develop number skills 

A is a mature and motivated child who likes to learn and challenge herself. 

During a pattern session where we were making repeating patterns using a 

variety of resources, I gave A the Cuisenaire rods. She began, as expected, to 

order them by colour in an AB pattern but then adapted it to an ABC pattern.  

She then developed it into an AABBCC pattern and then noticed something 

about the equipment. She recognised that the different rods were one size bigger 

each time. She ordered them by size and again in decreasing size. She then 

went on to ‘fill in’ the spaces with the corresponding bond. She had not once 

referred to the rods by any number but was simply looking at the size. After a 

while I suggested that there may be some connection to numbers. She pondered 

on this before exclaiming “this is 1!” and then instantly recognising the others 

‘numbers’. By the end of the session she was able to match up the 6 tower with 2 

x 3 etc. and actually found for herself that 6 is the same as 2,2 and 2. This lesson 

started off focusing on pattern but ended with some coverage of addition, 

subtraction, number bonds, subitising and even multiplication – all from pattern. 

 

 

 

 

 



  “Don’t underestimate me!”  

During a whole class introduction, the teacher shared an image of some 

shapes: blue square/red circle/blue square/red circle. She asked the 

children about the pattern: “what is the unit of repeat?” The class were 

divided; some saying red/blue and some saying square/circle. Only one 

child said “both”, a child in the ‘lower ability group’ for maths where the 

school staff had concerns about her development so the teacher was 

surprised that the child had noticed this. The teacher continued to 

challenge the children with harder questions and more difficult problems 

to solve yet each time the child recognised the answers before the 

higher achieving mathematicians in the class. In the follow up task, the 

girl created beautiful and complex patterns. She used various resources 

and the symmetrical images she created were incredibly accurate. It 

was as if she could instantly ‘see’ pattern. As well as being a huge 

confidence boost to the child, it also made the teacher look differently at 

how she was teaching her. Instead of focusing on phonics, she was 

given more sight vocabulary to learn to see the patterns in words, for 

example. When looking at numbers, she asked the child to ‘colour in’ the 

patterns in the number system.  The child moved onto meet ‘expected’ 

levels of development.  

 

 

 

 

 


